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Introduction.- Ultracold atomic gases offer an ideal
playground for studying universal nonequilibrium dy-
namics due to their high controllability and isolation from
the environment [1–3]. Indeed, fundamental aspects of
universal thermalization dynamics near critical points at
equilibrium phase transitions have been studied in terms
of the Kibble-Zurek mechanism [4–9] and dynamical crit-
ical phenomena [10]. Even far from critical points, iso-
lated systems are found to exhibit universal thermaliza-
tion in the decay of turbulence [11, 12] and coarsening
dynamics [13–31]. However, unlike the dynamics near
critical points [32, 33], a unified framework for under-
standing the universal behavior is yet to be established.

Recently, a non-thermal fixed point (NTFP) [11, 12,
34, 35] has attracted growing interest as a universal
thermalization scenario in isolated quantum systems. It
is expected to provide a unified framework of different
nonequilibrium phenomena in diverse systems ranging
from cosmology to cold atoms [34, 35]. As illustrated in
Fig. 1(a), a system with a strongly quenched initial state
undergoes relaxation via a NTFP at which the scale-
invariant thermalization dynamics emerges transiently.
The NTFP is characterized by a universal scaling of
an equal-time correlation function C(x, t) as C(x, t) =
s−γC(xsβ , ts) with an arbitrary parameter s and scal-
ing exponents β and γ. Setting s = t−1, we obtain the
dynamical scaling:

C(x, t) = tγf(xt−β), (1)

where f(y) = C(y, 1) is a universal function. After
passing through the NTFP, the system relaxes toward a
thermalized or stationary state. This scenario has been
studied theoretically in two- and three-dimensional Bose
gases [36–42] and a relativistic O(n) model [43–45] in the
context of wave turbulence [48, S12, S13] and coarsen-
ing dynamics [49, 50]. Here weakly interacting waves or
topological objects such as vortices and domain walls play
essential roles in thermalization processes. Very recently,
the universal scaling in Eq. (1) in momentum space was
observed in one-dimensional (1D) ultracold atomic gases
[51, 52]. However, it remains to be fully understood un-
der what conditions a system shows universal behavior

especially in an experimentally controllable manner. For
example, a weak quench in Fig. 1(a) generates a small
number of elementary excitations and may become ther-
malized without passing through a NTFP.

In this Letter, we theoretically study quench dynamics
in a 1D spin-1 Bose gas with an antiferromagnetic (AF)
interaction, unveiling universal thermalization dynamics
through a NTFP caused by exotic bound states of twisted
magnetic solitons, which we refer to as Flemish strings
(see Figs. 1(b) and (c)). Since the spin-exchange interac-
tion is AF, the relaxation dynamics after the quench in
Fig. 2(a) is characterized by nematicity [53–56]. We find
that a nematic correlation function transiently exhibits
the dynamical scaling (1) with β ' 0.32 and γ ' 0.11.
The underlying physics of this universal thermalization
through a NTFP is highly nontrivial cooperative soliton
dynamics, where two magnetic solitons, which are stable
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of a NTFP. An isolated
strongly quenched quantum system undergoes thermalization
via a NTFP, where the universal scaling relation (1) emerges
en route to a thermalized or stationary state. However, a
weakly quenched system may undergo non-universal thermal-
ization. (b) Schematic illustration of a Flemish string. A
collision between two magnetic solitons with opposite signs of
magnetization creates a Flemish string, which has a twisted
magnetic structure. The solid (dashed) arrows show the di-
rection of magnetization (trajectories of magnetization). (c)

Spatio-temporal distribution of Ŝz,j showing formation of a
Flemish string, which is obtained from a mean-field numer-
ical calculation of Eq. (2) subject to the periodic boundary
condition.
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individually [57–60], undergo pair-annhilation by form-
ing Flemish strings. While there are a number of studies
for quench dynamics of an AF spinor Bose gas [26, 61–
71], universal thermalization through Flemish strings has
never been reported.

Our results reported here offer the first clear evidence
of the soliton-induced NTFP. In Ref. [72], a NTFP in a
1D Bose gas is theoretically discussed, but the dynamical
scaling (1), which is regarded as a hallmark of a NTFP
[34], is not confirmed. In Ref. [52], a relation between the
observed universal thermalization dynamics and a ran-
dom grey soliton model in a 1D repulsive Bose gas [72]
is discussed. However, the observed exponent β deviates
by 50% from the exponent obtained by assuming the the-
oretical model, and the other key exponent α = β + γ is
not explained from the perspective of solitons. Thus, the
relation between the NTFP and solitons has remained
unclear.

Furthermore, we address an unsolved issue raised in
Refs. [73, 74], where thermalization dynamics after the
same quench as ours in Fig. 2(a) was experimentally
studied in trapped 1D AF Bose gases of 23Na. The ex-
periments investigate the observed dynamics in terms of
coarsening [49, 50], but universal aspects of thermaliza-
tion have remained an unsolved issue. We argue that the
universal thermalization dynamics characterized by the
NTFP did not emerge in the experiments of Refs. [73, 74]
because the quench was so weak that only a few solitons
were created, and show that the NTFP due to Flemish
strings should emerge for stronger quench.

Universal thermalization dynamics in a uni-
form system.- We consider a translation-invariant
spin-1 Bose-Hubbard model [75] subject to the periodic
boundary condition with the lattice constant a and
the number of lattices M . We denote the annihilation
(creation) operator of spin-1 bosons with magnetic

quantum number m at site j as b̂m,j (b̂†m,j). Then, the
Hamiltonian is given by

ĤBH =− J
∑
m,j

(
b̂†m,j+1b̂m,j + h.c.

)
+q
∑
m,j

m2b̂†m,j b̂m,j

+
U0

2

∑
j

ρ̂j(ρ̂j − 1) +
U2

2

∑
j

(
Ŝ2
j − 2ρ̂j

)
(2)

with the hopping parameter J , the quadratic Zee-
man coefficient q, the density interaction coefficient U0,
and the spin interaction coefficient U2. Here, ρ̂j :=∑
m b̂
†
m,j b̂m,j is the total particle-number operator and

Ŝα,j :=
∑
m,n b̂

†
m,j(sα)mnb̂n,j (α = x, y, z) with the spin-

1 spin matrices (sα)mn is the spin-vector operator.

We focus on the AF interaction (U2 > 0), so that the
mean-field ground-state phase is either polar (q > 0)
or AF (q < 0) (see Fig. 2(a)). Since both phases are
non-magnetic, the spinor order parameter is a second-
rank tensor of the spin matrices [53–55] described by
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FIG. 2. (a) Quench protocol. A spin-1 antiferromagnetic
(AF) Bose gas with a quadratic Zeeman term has two mean-
field ground states: AF and polar, where ηAF and ηP are the
corresponding spinor wavefunctions. We suddenly quench the
strength q of the quadratic Zeeman term from qi to qf . (b)

Spatio-temporal distributions of nematicity N̂xy,j (left) and

spin Ŝz,j (right) calculated from a single trajectory in the
TWA with U2/U0 = 0.050, Γ = 2, and τ = 4~/J . The left
panel shows the growth of nematic domains. The bright and
dark lines in the right panel show positively and negatively
charged magnetic solitons, respectively. The number of soli-
tons decreases in time (see also Fig. 4(c)) as Flemish strings
enclosed by solid circles are annihilated. (c) Enlarged figure

of Ŝz,j in (b). The arrow shows the direction of motion of a
Flemish string.

the nematic tensor Nµν,j := 〈N̂µν,j〉 with N̂µν,j :=
1
2

∑
l,m,n b̂

†
m,j

[
(sµ)mn(sν)nl + (µ ↔ ν)

]
b̂l,j . Here, 〈· · · 〉

means the average over the state vector |ψ(t)〉. In the
AF phase, the nematic tensor becomes

NAF
µν =

N

2M

 1− cos(2α) −sin(2α) 0
−sin(2α) 1− cos(2α) 0

0 0 2

 , (3)

where α is the azimuthal angle in spin space and N is the
number of condensed bosons. When we quench q from
the polar phase to the AF phase as shown in Fig. 2(a),
the system gets highly excited and starts relaxation.

We employ the truncated Wigner approximation
(TWA) [76–78] to numerically study the thermalization
dynamics of a quenched AF Bose gas with J/U0 = 40,
M = 512, and N = 2 × 104, with which the system is
in a deep superfluid regime where the TWA should work
well [77, 78]. The initial state is chosen to be the Bogoli-
ubov vacuum for the polar phase [29], and we suddenly
quench q from qi = NU2/M to qf = (1−Γ)NU2/M where
Γ controls the strength of the quench.

Figure 2(b) shows the spatio-temporal distributions of
nematicity N̂xy,j (left) and magnetization Ŝz,j (right) ob-
tained from a single trajectory. The typical domain size
of N̂xy,j grows in time, while the number of locally mag-
netized domains, which are magnetic solitons [57–60], de-
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FIG. 3. (a) Time evolution of a correlation function CN(j, t)
for U2/U0 = 0.05 and Γ = 2, and (b) the same quantity
with the abscissa and the ordinate normalized by Lc(t)/a
and CN(0, t), respectively. In (b), all curves collapse to a
single universal curve consistent with the dynamical scaling
described by Eq. (1). (c,d) Time evolution of (c) CN(0, t)
and (d) Lc(t) for four sets of spin interaction and quench
strength parameters: (U2/U0, Γ)= (0.075, 2)[green circle],
(0.05, 2)[blue square], (0.05, 2.2)[yellow diamond], and (0.05,
2.4)[red pentagon]. The insets show the same results for the
unnormalized axes. For comparison, all axes in the main pan-
els of (c,d) are multiplied by different constants L′, C′, τ ′ for
each run. These results show that the exponents β ' 0.32 and
γ ' 0.11 are universal and independent of system’s parame-
ters. The power laws transiently appear, and finally disappear
when the system is close to a stationary state, which is con-
sistent with Fig. 1(a). Color bands show 3σ error bars in the
TWA calculation.

creases in time (see Fig. 4(c)). As shown in Fig. 2(c),
magnetic solitons can form a Flemish string in which two
magnetic solitons form a virtual bound state and evolve
in time in a twisted manner. The formation of a Flemish
string is essential for thermalization as discussed later.

To investigate the universal scaling in Eq. (1), we cal-
culate the nematic correlation function defined by

CN(j, t) :=
1

M

M−1∑
k=0

〈N̂xy,j+kN̂xy,k〉(t). (4)

Here, we consider the xy-component of N̂µν,j because
Eq. (3) shows that the order parameter of the AF phase
can be characterized by α alone. The time evolution of
CN(j, t) shows that the correlation length Lc(t) mono-
tonically increases as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Here, Lc(t) is
determined from CN(j = Lc(t)/a, t) = 0.5CN(j = 0, t).
When the abscissa and the ordinate are normalized by
Lc(t)/a and CN(0, t), respectively, the correlation func-
tions at different times collapse into a single universal
curve as shown in Fig. 3(b). This dynamical scaling in-
dicates the emergence of a NTFP.

The universality class of the NTFP can be classified

by the exponents β and γ in Eq. (1), which are derived
from power laws Lc(t) ∝ tβ and CN(0, t) ∝ tγ [79]. Fig-
ures 3(c) and (d) show Lc(t) and CN(0, t) for four sets
of parameters U2 and Γ, from which we obtain β ' 0.32
and γ ' 0.11 by the least-square fit. These exponents
are independent of the parameters and thus universal.

These exponents have never been reported in litera-
ture. To compare them with the wavenumber represen-
tation of previous studies [36–42, 51, 52], we perform the
Fourier transformation of Eq. (1) in 1D systems, obtain-
ing C̄(k, t) = tαg(ktβ) with some function g(x). Then,
we find an exponent α = γ+β with α ' 0.43, which does
not agree with the results in Refs. [36–42, 51, 52].

The universality of the thermalization dynamics
emerges from two different types of soliton solutions, i.e.,
magnetic solitons and Flemish strings. The magnetic
soliton is a solution of the integrable Gardner equation
[80], which can be derived from application of singular
perturbation theory to the continuous classical model of
Eq. (2) [57] (see Supplemental Material [81]). As shown
in Fig. 4(a), it has a locally magnetized stable object
and separates the two different nematic orders, thereby
decreasing the nematic correlation length. The thermal-
ization dynamics would be promoted if a single magnetic
soliton could be annihilated. However, it is, in fact, sta-

Ŝz
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Ŝz
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FIG. 4. (a) Magnetic soliton and (b) Flemish string. The
left and right panels show the spatio-temporal distributions
of Ŝz,j and N̂xy,j obtained from the mean-field solution to
Eq. (2) subject to the Neumann boundary condition. (a) A
magnetic soliton is a locally magnetized stable object and
separates the nematic order into two regions. (b) A Flemish
string is a bound state of two magnetic solitons which periodi-
cally change their relative positions. In contrast to (a), it does
not divide the nematic order. (c) Time evolution of a measure
of the magnetic-soliton number nsol(t) for U2/U0 = 0.05 and
Γ = 2, showing nsol ∝ t−0.31, which is almost the inverse of
Lc(t) ∝ tβ found in Fig. 3(d). Color bands show 3σ error bars
in the TWA calculations.
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ble and cannot disappear spontaneously.
The annihilation of solitons proceeds through that of

a Flemish string. This is a soliton solution of the inte-
grable Manakov equation [92–95], which is a continuous
classical model of Eq. (2) with U2 = 0 (see Supplemental
Material [81]). In contrast to magnetic solitons, it does
not separate the nematic order as shown in Fig. 4(b).
This string is unstable for U2 6= 0, so that it eventually
vanishes and nematic domains can grow. We have con-
firmed that Flemish strings are formed through collisions
of magnetic solitons, as indicated by the solid curves in
Fig. 2(b). The formation of Flemish strings and their
subsequent decay constitute the main mechanism for soli-
ton annihilation. The details including the lifetime and
the number of Flemish strings are discussed in Supple-
mental Material [81].

Another numerical evidence for the nematic domain
growth due to solitons is the number of magnetic soli-
tons. We calculate nsol :=

∑M−1
j=0 〈θ(Ŝ2

z,j − S2
th)〉 with

Sth = 0.7ρb for the bulk particle number ρb [96], where
θ(x) is the unit-step function. This should be propor-
tional to t−β if Lc(t) obeys the power law tβ . We find
nsol ∝ t−0.31 as shown in Fig. 4(c), which is consis-
tent with β ' 0.32 obtained from Lc(t). This confirms
the fact that annihilation of magnetic solitons is essen-
tial in the universal thermalization dynamics through the
NTFP. This universal behavior appears when many soli-
tons are generated. However, for longer times, the uni-
versal relaxation stops and Lc(t) and CN(0, t) saturate
because the number of solitons becomes small.

Analysis of the experimental thermalization dynamics.-
Let us examine the experiments [73, 74] where the ther-
malization dynamics in trapped 1D AF spinor Bose gases
was investigated using density correlation functions. One
is naturally led to ask whether or not the observed ther-
malization dynamics is universal. By numerically solving
the spin-1 Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation with initial
noises in the finite-temperature TWA method [77, 97–
99], we obtain results in good agreement with the experi-
ments [81]. We calculate the correlation function CN(z, t)
with the parameters used in the experiments as shown in
Fig. 5(a) [100]. Although CN(0, t) shows the power-law
behavior in a short time (200 ∼ 350 ms), we find neither
the dynamical scaling of CN(z, t) nor the power law of
Lc(t). We therefore conclude that the universal thermal-
ization dynamics does not emerge in the experiments.

The absence of the universal scaling in Eq. (1) is at-
tributed to a weak quench in the experiments, where q(t)
is quenched from 2.8 Hz to −4.2 Hz [101]. The energy
scale of this change is given in terms of the spin interac-
tion coefficient c′2 of the GP model and the bulk density
ρb,exp by 0.06c′2ρb,exp, which is too small to excite a suf-
ficient number of magnetic solitons.

To investigate the universal thermalization dynamics,
we need a strong quench whose energy scale is of the
order of the spin interaction energy c′2ρb,exp. We numer-
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FIG. 5. Numerical results for (a) CN(z, t), (b) CN(0, t), and
(c) Lc(t) following weak quench with the experimental pa-
rameters of Refs. [73, 74]. They show neither the universal
thermalization dynamics characterized by the dynamical scal-
ing for CN(z, t) nor the power law for Lc(t). (e)-(f) show the
corresponding results for strong quench. We confirm the dy-
namical scaling and the power laws with the exponents found
in the uniform system (See Fig. 3). The inset in (f) shows
nsol ∝ t−0.32 ∝ Lc(t)

−1 which is a measure of the number
of magnetic solitons. Color bands show 3σ error bars in the
TWA calculations.

ically quench q from 2.8 Hz to −117 Hz. Figure 5(b)
shows the dynamical scaling in Eq. (1) and the power
laws with the same exponents as those of the uniform
system. Hence, we can confirm the universal thermal-
ization dynamics through the NTFP. These results are
consistent with the NTFP scenario in Fig. 1(a), where
the strong quench leads to the NTFP but the weak one
does not. While the spatial distribution of N̂xy,j has

not been observed, Ŝz,j can be measured experimentally.
Thus, it is possible to estimate the exponent β from nsol.
The inset of Fig. 5(b-3) confirms nsol ∝ t−β , which is an
experimentally observable signature of the NTFP.

Conclusion.− By numerically studying the 1D ther-
malization in an antiferromagnetic spin-1 Bose gas,
we find the universal nematic thermalization dynamics
through a NTFP with scaling exponents β ' 0.32 and
γ ' 0.11 in Eq. (1). We identify the thermalization mech-
anism to be annihilation of Flemish strings of magnetic
soliton pairs. The universal thermalization dynamics is
discussed in the experimental settings in Refs. [73, 74].
In 1D ultracold atomic gases, several different types of
solitons other than magnetic solitons have experimen-
tally been created [102–110] and their dynamics has ex-
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tensively been investigated [111–127]. It is interesting to
investigate other NTFP universality classes with these
solitons.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR “FLEMISH STRINGS OF MAGNETIC SOLITONS AND A
NON-THERMAL FIXED POINT IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANTIFERROMAGNETIC SPIN-1 BOSE

GAS”

We describe integrable models for magnetic solitons and Flemish strings, discuss the main mechanism for magnetic-
soliton annihilation, and provide details of our numerical analysis of the experiments of Refs. [S1, S2].

INTEGRABLE MODELS FOR MAGNETIC SOLITONS AND FLEMISH STRINGS

Continuum approximation

A classical trajectory in the truncated Wigner approximation (TWA) obeys the following classical equation of
motion derived from Eq. (2) in the main text:

i~
∂

∂t
bm,j =− J(bm,j+1 + bm,j−1)− qm2bm,j − (2U0 − U2)bm,j

+ U0ρm,jbm,j + U2

1∑
n=−1

Sj · (s)mnbn,j , (S-1)

where bm,j , ρj :=
∑
m b
∗
m,jbm,j and Sα,j :=

∑
m,n b

∗
m,j(sα)mnbn,j (α = x, y, z) with the spin-1 spin matrices (sα)mn

are c-numbers corresponding to the annihilation operators b̂m,j , the total particle number, and the spin vector,
respectively.

When the width of a soliton ls is much larger than the lattice constant a, we can apply the continuum approximation
to Eq. (S-1). In our numerical calculation for the thermalization dynamics in the main text, we have ls ∼ 9a. Denoting
a macroscopic wave function by ψm(x = ja) = bm,j , we derive the following spinor Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation:

i
∂

∂t
ψm(x, t) = −J ′ ∂

2

∂x2
ψm(x, t)− q′m2ψm(x, t) + U ′0ρ(x, t)ψm(x, t) + U ′2

1∑
n=−1

S(x, t) · (s)mnψn(x, t), (S-2)

where J ′ = Ja2/~, q′ = −q/~, U ′0 = U0/~, U ′2 = U2/~, ρ(x, t) =
∑1
m=−1 |ψm(x, t)|2, and S(x, t) =∑1

n,m=−1 ψn(x, t)∗(s)nmψm(x, t). Here, we eliminate the chemical potential term proportional to bm,j by applying
the global gauge transformation: ψ(x, t)→ ψ(x, t)exp(−iWt) with W = 2J + 2U0 − U2.

In the quench dynamics considered in the main text, the parameter q is quenched from the polar phase to the
antiferromagnetic phase, so that the particle number of the m = 0 component is very small. Therefore, we can neglect
ψ0(x, t) in Eq. (S-2), obtaining

i
∂

∂t
ψ1(x, t) =− J ′ ∂

2

∂x2
ψ1(x, t)− q′ψ1(x, t)

+ U ′0
(
|ψ1(x, t)|2 + |ψ−1(x, t)|2

)
ψ1(x, t) + U ′2

(
|ψ1(x, t)|2 − |ψ−1(x, t)|2

)
ψ1(x, t), (S-3)

i
∂

∂t
ψ−1(x, t) =− J ′ ∂

2

∂x2
ψ−1(x, t)− q′ψ−1(x, t)

+ U ′0
(
|ψ1(x, t)|2 + |ψ−1(x, t)|2

)
ψ−1(x, t)− U ′2

(
|ψ1(x, t)|2 − |ψ−1(x, t)|2

)
ψ−1(x, t). (S-4)

These coupled equations have some soliton solutions as explained in the following.

The Gardner equation

Let us assume that the system has small but finite fluctuations for the amplitude and phase of ψm(x, t). Then, we
can derive an integrable equation called the Gardner equation using a singular perturbation method. We follow the
derivation of Ref. [S3]. Firstly, we write the wavefunction as(

ψ1(x, t)
ψ−1(x, t)

)
=
√
ρtot(x, t)e

iΦ(x,t)/2

(
cos(θ(x, t)/2)e−iφ(x,t)/2

sin(θ(x, t)/2)eiφ(x,t)/2

)
(S-5)
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with the local total particle number ρtot = |ψ1|2 + |ψ−1|2, the angle θ determining the relative particle number,
the global phase Φ, and the relative phase φ. Secondly, by employing the singular perturbation method under the
assumption that fluctuations of ρtot, θ, Φ, and φ are small but nonzero, we obtain an effective equation of motion of
θ′ = θ − π/2 given by

∂

∂t
θ′ +A

∂

∂x
θ′ +B(θ′)2 ∂

∂x
θ′ + C

∂3

∂x3
θ′ = 0, (S-6)

where

A =
√

2J ′ρ̄U ′2, (S-7)

B = −3A(8U ′0 + 10U ′2)

8(U ′0 − U ′2)
, (S-8)

C = −J
′3

2A
, (S-9)

and ρ̄ is the average particle number. This equation is a special case of the integrable Gardner equation. It has a
magnetic-soliton solution, which is called a polarization Gardner soliton in Ref. [S3]. We note that the magnetic-
soliton solution can be analytically derived without resort to the singular perturbation method if the local total
particle number ρtot is independent of space [S4].

The Manakov equation

When we choose U ′2 = 0, Eqs. (S-3) and (S-4) become

i
∂

∂t
ψ1(x, t) =− J ′ ∂

2

∂x2
ψ1(x, t)− q′ψ1(x, t) + U ′0

(
|ψ1(x, t)|2 + |ψ−1(x, t)|2

)
ψ1(x, t), (S-10)

i
∂

∂t
ψ−1(x, t) =− J ′ ∂

2

∂x2
ψ−1(x, t)− q′ψ−1(x, t) + U ′0

(
|ψ1(x, t)|2 + |ψ−1(x, t)|2

)
ψ−1(x, t). (S-11)

These coupled equations are integrable and known as the Manakov equation [S5]. This equation has soliton solutions,
one of which is a Flemish string. The mathematical expression of the solution is given in Ref. [S6]

MECHANISM FOR MAGNETIC-SOLITON ANNIHILATION

We discuss the main mechanism for magnetic-soliton annihilation in our universal relaxation. First, we point out
the crucial role played by spin conservation and integrability breaking in the spin-1 Bose-Hubbard model, and then
explain why formation of Flemish strings through magnetic-soliton collisions and their subsequent decay constitute
the main mechanism for magnetic-soliton annihilation. Second, we numerically confirm this annihilation process by
counting the number of Flemish strings and nematic domains.

Soliton annihilation requires collision processes due to the stability of a single magnetic soliton. Our numerical
calculations show that a single magnetic soliton is quite stable, and that any spontaneous single-soliton annihilation
occurs. If we strongly excite the system with energy injection much larger than the spin exchange interaction, magnetic
solitons might be broken into large amplitude spin waves. However, we do not inject such high energy into the system
in the relaxation dynamics considered here, so that the spontaneous soliton annihilation should not occur. Thus,
collision processes are needed for soliton annihilation.

First, let us make a physical argument about the annihilation process in light of spin conservation. Our system
respects spin rotational symmetry about the z-axis, so that the spatially averaged magnetization Sz,tot, defined in the
following, is conserved:

Sz,tot =
1

M

M−1∑
j=0

Sz,j . (S-12)
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FIG. S-1. Schematic illustrations for two magnetic-soliton collisions and the spin conversation of Sz,tot. We consider three
types of collision processes between two magnetic solitons with (a) only positive Sz, (b) only negative Sz, and (c) positive and
negative Sz. The spin conversation prohibits the annihilation processes in (a) and (b), but does not in (c). This implies that
the main mechanism for soliton annihilation should be the case of (c).

Thus, collision processes of two magnetic solitons with the same sign of Sz (see Figs. S-1 (a) and (b)) are generally
forbidden. As shown below, these processes are indeed not found in our numerical simulations. On the other hand, a
collision process with opposite signs of Sz as in Fig. S-1(c) can lead to annihilation of two magnetic solitons without
breaking spin conservation. Therefore, spin conservation imposes a strong constraint on the soliton-annihilation
mechanism.

It is notable that Flemish strings can be formed through the collision process in Fig. S-1(c) before soliton-pair
annihilation. This is because our model is close to the integrable Manakov model as described in the main text and
this model has an exact Flemish-string solution. However, our model is not exactly integrable due to the weak spin-
exchange interaction, and the Flemish string can disappear with a finite lifetime. Thus, this integrability breaking
eventually leads to the soliton-pair annihilation. From this discussion, the time scale for the instability of Flemish
strings is roughly estimated to be ~/U2 with the spin-exchange interaction energy U2. The quantitative lifetime
might be analytically obtained by implementing soliton perturbation calculations [S7], from which we may derive an
analytical expression of the lifetime. However, the investigation of this problem is far beyond the scope of the present
work and we would like to leave it as a future problem.

Summarizing the above discussion, we conclude that the main mechanism for the soliton annihilation is the collision
process between the positive and negative magnetic-solitons that form unstable Flemish strings and the subsequent
decay. In this mechanism, the spin conservation and the integrability breaking for the integrable Manakov model play
essential roles.

We perform numerical simulations to investigate the annihilation processes of magnetic solitons, and find that
two magnetic solitons with opposite signs disappear only through formation of a Flemish string. In the numerical
calculation, preparing an initial state with 8 magnetic solitons (8 nematic domains), we solve the classical equation
corresponding to the spin-1 Bose-Hubbard model with U0/J = 0.025 and U2/J = 0.0025 under a periodic boundary
condition. The time is normalized by the characteristic time τ = 4~/J . Figure S-2 shows spatio-temporal distributions
of nematicity and spin, where there are initially 8 nematic domains divided by magnetic solitons. As time goes by,
Flemish strings, indicated by arrows, are formed. Counting the number of nematic domains under the periodic
boundary condition, one can confirm that the number decreases via formation of Flemish strings. For example, the
domain number is 6 around t/τ = 3200 after the first formation of a Flemish string (t/τ = 2900, solid arrows) and
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FIG. S-2. Spatio-temporal distributions of nematicity (upper) and spin (lower). Two locations at which Flemish strings are
formed are indicated by dashed circles, and the solid/dashed arrows show their directions of motion. Before the formation of
Flemish strings, there are 8 nematic domains. However, as magnetic solitons form Flemish strings, the number of nematic
domains decreases. The first Flemish string appears around t/τ = 2900 as marked by the while dashed circle. We count the
number of domains around t/τ = 3200, 4400 as shown at the top of the figure. As time goes by, the amplitudes of the Flemish
strings become smaller and gradually disappear. Everytime a Flemish string disappear, a magnetic soliton and an antisoliton
annihilate pairwise, as can be seen from a decrease in the number of nematic domains.

decreases to 4 around t/τ = 4400 after the second formation (t/τ = 3500, dashed arrows). The spin amplitudes of
Flemish strings become smaller in time and gradually disappear. Here, the time scale in which the amplitude starts
to change is of the order of ~/U2 ∼ 100τ , which is consistent with our discussion of the Flemish-string instability
based on the integrability breaking caused by the weak spin-exchange interaction. Our numerical calculations show
no evidence of other annihilation mechanisms for magnetic solitons.

Finally, we discuss the number of Flemish strings. Although it is difficult to automatically identify the number by a
computer, we can count the number by eye and confirm that the nematic order indeed becomes larger as the Flemish
strings are formed and subsequently decay as shown in Fig. S-2. For example, one can find that two Flemish strings
are formed around t/τ = 2900, 3500, and that their subsequent decay leads to a decrease in the number of solitons.
This is a clear evidence for the growth of nematic order through formation of Flemish strings. The reason for the
difficulty of the automatic identification by a computer is that we need to scrutinize the time evolution of magnetic
solitons to judge whether they are bound or not but we have yet to understand how to automatically judge twisting
of Flemish strings.
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NUMERICAL ANALYSIS FOR THE EXPERIMENTS

Model

We consider a Bose-Einstein condensate of 23Na with mass M in a cigar-shaped harmonic trapping potential. To
investigate the quench dynamics in this system, we use the GP equation given by

i~
∂

∂t
ψm(r, t) =

(
− ~2

2M
∇2 + Vtrap(r) + q(t)m2

)
ψm(r, t)

+ c0ρ(r, t)ψm(r, t) + c2

1∑
n=−1

S(r, t) · (s)mnψn(r, t) (S-13)

with the macroscopic wavefunction ψm(r, t) (m = −1, 0, 1) and the quadratic Zeeman coefficient q(t). The total
particle density ρ(r, t), the spin density vector S(r, t), and the trapping potential Vtrap(r) are given by

ρ(r, t) =

1∑
m=−1

|ψm(r, t)|2, (S-14)

S(r, t) =

1∑
m,n=−1

ψm(r, t)∗(s)mnψn(r, t), (S-15)

Vtrap(r) =
1

2
M(ω2

zz
2 + ω2

rr
2), (S-16)

where r =
√
x2 + y2 is the radial coordinate. The parameters c0 and c2 are the strengths of spin-independent and

spin-dependent interactions, which are expressed in terms of the s-wave scattering lengths a0 and a2 for the total-spin
0 and 2 channels by

c0 =
4π~2(a0 + 2a2)

3M
, (S-17)

c2 =
4π~2(a2 − a0)

3M
. (S-18)

We adopt the following parameters used in the experiments of Refs [S1, S2]: ωz = 2π × 7 Hz, ωr = 2π × 470 Hz,
and M = 23u, where u is the unified atomic mass unit. We choose Nc = 9.4 × 106, a0 = 48.8aB, and a2 = 51.2aB

with the Bohr radius aB such that the Thomas-Fermi radii Rr and Rz in the radial and axial directions, the bulk
chemical potential µb, and the bulk spin interaction energy µs agree with the experimentally observed values. Using
these parameters, we obtain Rr ∼ 5.4 µm, Rz ∼ 360 µm, µb ∼ 354 nK, and µs ∼ h× 120 Hz, where h is the Planck
constant. These values agree well with those observed experimentally [S1, S2].

Reduction of spatial dimensions to one

Our system has a cigar-shaped configuration, so that we can reduce the three-dimensional system to a one-
dimensional (1D) one. Because of tight confinement in the radial direction, we can express the wavefunction as

ψm(r, t) = φm(z, t)F (r), (S-19)

where φm(z, t) is the one-dimensional wave function with magnetic quantum number m and F (r) is the radial wave
function. As described in Ref. [S1], when the energy scale of the quench is smaller than that of the first excited state
in the radial direction, we can show that F (r) is independent of time.
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Substituting Eq. (S-19) into Eq. (S-13), we obtain the 1D GP equation given by

i~
∂

∂t
φm(z, t) =

(
− ~2

2M

∂2

∂z2
+

1

2
Mω2

zz
2 + qm2

)
φm(z, t)

+ c′0ρ1d(z, t)φm(z, t) + c′2

1∑
n=−1

S1d(z, t) · (s)mnφn(z, t), (S-20)

where ρ1d(z, t) =
∑1
m=−1 |φm(z, t)|2 and S1d(z, t) =

∑1
m,n=−1 φm(z, t)∗(s)mnφn(z, t). The 1D interaction parameters

are given by

c′j = cj

(∫
dxdy|F (r)|4

)−1

(j = 0, 2). (S-21)

Finally, we consider the form of F (r). The radial size of the condensate is Rr ∼ 5.4 µm, which is much larger than
the harmonic-oscillator length ar =

√
~/2Mωr ∼ 0.7 µm. Thus, we assume the Thomas-Fermi approximation for

F (r):

F (r) =


√

2

πR2
eff

√
1− r2

R2
eff

(r < Reff);

0 (otherwise)

(S-22)

with the effective radius Reff . As a result, we obtain

c′j =
4cj

3πR2
eff

(j = 0, 2). (S-23)

Here, we use Reff = 4.05 µm ∼ Rr which makes the physical quantities, such as the bulk chemical potential, agree
well with those of the experiments in Refs. [S1, S2].

How to generate initial states

To solve Eq. (S-20), we take the polar state as an initial state, which is generated by using the finite-temperature
TWA method [S8, S9, S10, S11, S12].

First, we numerically obtain a mean-field ground state by the imaginary-time evolution of Eq. (S-20):

Φ(z) =

 0
Φ0(z)

0

 , (S-24)

which satisfies

− ~2

2M

∂2

∂z2
Φ0(z) +

1

2
Mω2

zz
2Φ0(z) + c′0|Φ0(z)|2Φ0(z) = µΦ0(z), (S-25)

where µ is the chemical potential. Then, the initial state for Eq. (S-20) can be expressed as

φ1(z) =

Ncut,1∑
j=1

(
R1,jαj(z) +R∗−1,jβj(z)

∗
)
, (S-26)

φ0(z) = Φ0(z) +

Ncut,0∑
j=1

(
R0,juj(z) +R∗0,jvj(z)

∗
)
, (S-27)

φ−1(z) =

Ncut,−1∑
j=1

(
R−1,jαj(z) +R∗1,jβj(z)

∗
)
, (S-28)
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where Ncut,m is a cutoff to avoid the ultraviolet divergence, which is unavoidable when the TWA method is applied
to continuous models [S8, S9]. In our numerical calculation, the cutoff Ncut,m is determined so that Em,j < µ is
satisfied. The functions αj(z), βj(z), uj(z), and vj(z) obey the following Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations:(

L1 c′2φ(z)2

−c′2(φ(z)∗)2 −L1

)(
αj(z)
βj(z)

)
= E1,j

(
αj(z)
βj(z)

)
, (S-29)

(
L0 c′0φ(z)2

−c′0(φ(z)∗)2 −L0

)(
uj(z)
vj(z)

)
= E0,j

(
uj(z)
vj(z)

)
, (S-30)

L1 = − ~2

2M

∂2

∂z2
+

1

2
Mω2

zz
2 + q − µ+ (c′0 + c′2)|φ(z)|2, (S-31)

L0 = − ~2

2M

∂2

∂z2
+

1

2
Mω2

zz
2 − µ+ 2c′0|φ(z)|2. (S-32)

The quantities R1,j , R0,j , and R−1,j are random numbers which are generated by the Wigner function defined by

P (Rm,j , R
∗
m,j) ∝ exp

[
−2|Rm,j |2tanh

(
Em,j/kBT

)]
(m = −1, 0, 1) (S-33)

with E−1,j = E1,j .

Comparison between experimental and numerical results

We perform numerical calculations of Eq. (S-20) with Eqs. (S-24)-(S-33), and compare the results with the experi-
mental ones. Here, we compare the sum of the normalized particle numbers of the m = 1 and m = −1 components
and density fluctuations as a function of time. The former is defined by

Csum(t) =
N1(t) +N−1(t)

Ntot
, (S-34)

where Ntot is the total particle number and Nm(t) is the particle number of the m-component. The latter are defined
by

Dm,n(t) =

∫
dz
〈[
ρm(z)− 〈ρm(z)〉

][
ρn(z)− 〈ρn(z)〉

]〉
, (S-35)

where ρm(z) = |φm(z)|2 is the particle density for the m-component, and the bracket denotes the ensemble average.

Figure S-3 shows the time evolution of Csum(t) and its dependence on temperature T . The temperature reported
in the experiments of Refs. [S1, S2] is Texp = 400 nK. We find that our numerical results at 200 nK and 400 nK show
better agreement with the experimental data than that at the zero-temperature result in the early stage (t < 30 ms),
but in the later stage (t > 60 ms) the results at T = 0 nK, 200 nK, and 400 nK agree qualitatively with the data.

The numerical results of Dm,n(t) are shown in Fig. S-4, where we plot the two results at T = 0 nK and 400 nK. In
contrast to Fig. S-3, the density fluctuations Dm,n(t) at = 400 nK show the better agreement with the experimental
results than those at zero temperature. Compared with the previous numerical results (Fig. 3 in Ref. [S1]), the
agreement improves considerably. We suspect that the remaining deviation between our numerical results and the
experimental ones may arise from the time-of-flight Stern-Gerlach observation in the experiments because it takes
about 30 ms, which is comparable with the time scale needed before Csum(t) and Dm,n(t) in Figs. (S-3) and (S-4)
start to grow.

In summary, our numerical calculation (especially for T = 400 nK) can describe the experimental result well if
we use the finite-temperature TWA method. Since the parameter region is in the deep superfluid regime where the
method works well, we expect that our numerics can predict the thermalization dynamics observed in the experiments
qualitatively beyond the experimental time scale ∼ 100 ms as well.
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FIG. S-3. Time evolution of Csum(t) at T = 0 nK (blue), 200 nK (green), and 400 nK (red). The experimental results, taken
from Fig. 1 in Ref. [S2], are superimposed as the black circles with error bars. The temperature observed in the experiments
is 400nK. In the early stage (t < 30ms), the zero-temperature result largely deviates from the experiments, but the results at
T = 200 nK and 400 nK agree better with it. In the later stage (t > 60 ms), all results qualitatively agree with the experimental
data. Color bands show 3σ error bars in the ensemble average.

Spatio-temporal distribution of Sz and Nxy in the quench dynamics

We perform numerical calculations with two quench protocols: weak quench corresponding to the experiments of
Refs. [S1, S2] and strong quench. We suddenly change q from 2.8 Hz to −4.2 Hz in the former case, and from 2.8 Hz
to −117 Hz in the latter case, and examine the spatio-temporal distributions of S1d,z(z, t) and N1d,xy(z, t) for both
cases, which are calculated from a single trajectory of Eq. (S-20). Here, N1d,xy(z, t) is given by

N1d,xy(z, t) =

1∑
m,n=−1

φm(z, t)∗(N̂xy)mnφn(z, t), (S-36)

(N̂xy)mn =
1

2

∑
l

[
(sα)ml(sβ)ln + (sβ)ml(sα)ln

]
. (S-37)

Figure S-5 illustrates the spatio-temporal distributions for the weak quench. In this case, the energy scale of the
quench ∼ 0.06c′2ρb,exp is much smaller than the spin-exchange interaction energy c′2ρb,exp at the bulk density ρb,exp,
so that only a few magnetic solitons are generated. On the other hand, for strong quench, many magnetic solitons
are created as shown in Fig. S-6 because the energy scale for this quench is about c′2ρb,exp.

Discussion on the density correlation function observed in Ref. [S2]

We discuss how the density correlation function observed in Ref. [S2] is related to our universal relaxation dynamics.
The experiment is a sequel to Ref. [S1], and studied the relaxation dynamics in an antiferromagnetic phase after
quenching the quadratic Zeeman coupling q from positive to negative values. By observing a spatial correlation
function for a density distribution, the experiment confirmed that the correlation function exhibits relaxation to a
stationary state.

We conclude that our universal relaxation and the power exponents are not directly related to the experimentally
observed results because of the following reason. The experiment observed relaxation after the weak quench, and
generated only a few magnetic solitons as shown in our numerical calculations in Fig. S-5. Thus, the observed
relaxation is essentially different from our universal relaxation with many magnetic solitons, and there is no direct
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FIG. S-4. Time evolution of the density fluctuations Dm,n(t) with red, green, and blue showing the data for D−1,−1(t),
D0,−1(t)/2, and D1,−1(t), respectively. The three dashed lines show the experimental data, taken from Fig. 3 in Ref. [S1], and
the three solid curves show our numerical results. The results with T = 400 nK show better agreement with the experiments.

relation between our power exponents and the observed density correlation function.

Finally, let us briefly discuss our system after a long time, although this is beyond the scope of our research. In this
case, our system has only a few magnetic solitons, and becomes similar to the experimental situation. Thus, on this
time scale, a relation might be established between the experiment and our system. Reference [S2] has reported that
the density correlation length decreases in time (the exponent β is negative), which implies growth of fine density
structures. By taking into account that only a few magnetic solitons are generated, this behavior reminds us of a
cascade in wave turbulence [S12, S13], in which nonlinear interactions between waves with different wavenumbers
generate finer structures. In the field of ultracold gases, several theoretical and experimental studies have found such
turbulent cascades [S14, S15, S16, S17, S18, S19, S20, S21, S22]. We thus expect that a signature of a wave turbulent
cascade may appear for few soliton cases in experiments or in the long-time regime of our setup. Applying weak
wave turbulence theory [S12, S13] to the spin-1 BH model, we could analytically derive several power exponents for
density, spin, and nematic correlation functions, which might provide direct relation between the experimental and
our theoretical results.
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enlarged views corresponding to (a) and (c), respectively. Many solitons are excited compared with Fig. S-3.
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